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Abstract 
In this paper， we describe the experimetal results of measuring per-packet Relative One-way 

Trip Time (ROTT) of a UDP stream at a receiver on the Inもerneも. It is found that spikes with 
successive plots， which we call spike-trains， often appear on aもime-ROTTgraph. Also， congestion-
related losse8 are found to be strongly correlated onlyもothe spike-もrainsand the path status is 
e町'ectivelyidentified by such spike-もrains. This paper is a preliminary workもowardsdetecting 
congestion signals from ROTT. 
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1 Introduction 

Recent advances in computer technology， digital sig-
nal processing applications， and packet network ca-
pacity have accelerated the proliferation of real-time， 
packet-based continuous media (CM) communica-
tions. Furthermore， the growth ofもheIn ternet h路

fueled demand for these technologies and highlighted 
the difficulties of handling CM in a wide area net-
work. Once a CM flow is injected into a best-e汀ort
Internet， a rate conもrolthat avoids congestion is 
essential. UDP ftows that carry CM do not auto-
matically control their rates， which may make both 
the network and themselves inefficient. To overcome 
this problem， TCP-friendly rate control algorithms 
[7， 9， 13， 8] have been introduced. 

A problem in the rate control is the type of in-
formation whereby congestion is detected and deter-
mu吋.¥Vith the exception of some proposals [3， 1]， 
TCP relies on a los8 of acknowledgmen胎 (ACKs)in-
dicating a packet l05s to detecもcongestion.Unlike 
a TCP f)ow， a sender of a CM UDP日owdoes noも
usually receive per-packet ACKs. Instead， it is rec-
ommended that the CM UDP flow uses Real-time 
Transport Protocol (RTP) and iもscontrol protocol， 
RTCP， to control a rate based on information about， 

losses in a certain period. However， reliance on in・

formation abouもlossesalone may leadもoan erro-
neous control. First， when the UDP ftow competes 
with a TCP ftow，もheTCP flow reduces its rate more 
quickly， resulting in a few or even 110 packet losses 
in the UDP ftow. In other words， reliance on the 
information about loss only works when a UDP re-
ceiver notifies the corresponding sender of the loss 
immediately and the sender reacts to the notifica-
tion quickly. Second，ぉ iswe]) known， packets may 
be lost in the absence of congestiol1 over a lossy wire-

less link [4) 

To explore an alternative wayもodetecting conges-
tion， we investigate a way to measure one-way delay 
from the sender to the receiver together with losses. 
Since an absolute value of delay is difficultもoobtain 
due to a skew beもweenthe clocks at the sender and 
the receiver， we obsel've variation in the one-way de-
lay. We call such a variation Relative One・山仰 Trip
Time (ROTT). Exもensiveexperimental results show 
that a value of ROTT often increases with a spike 
accompanied by successive plots， which we call spike-
trains， on a time -ROTT graph. 

We then investigaもethe correl叫ionbet ween the 
ROTT and losses， and findもhatspike-trains are onJy 
related to congestion-related losses. 

The remainder of凶ispaper is organized槌 foト
lows. In section 2， some measured results of ROTT 
over the Interneもareshown. In section 3， the depen-
dence between ROTT and packet losses is analyzed. 
In section 4， related works are described. 

2 Path Status 

2.1 Identification of the Variation in 

One-Way Delay 

Priorもodiscussing how to determine the path sta-
tus， we define how to deal with delay. Since absolute 
values of one-way delay are difficult to measure， we 
calculate the variation in delay， instead. First， we 
assume that a sender is transmitting raもe-controlled
data at a certain regular interval with a header in-
cluding a timestamp and a sequence number. Let 
ts(i) (i = 1，2，3，…) and tr (i) denote the time that 
tーもhpacket. of the CM flow is sent and received， re-
spectively. Then we define a relative delay ~trs (i) 
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ωfolIows: 

str& (i)三 tr(i)-t& (i)一(tr( 1) -t s ( 1) ). 

Note that t&(i) and tr(i) are measured with the clock 
of the sender andもhereceiver， respectively. Hence 
Lltrs (i) monoもonicallyincreases or decreases depend-
ing on the difference between山eprecise tick of these 
two clocks. Therefo眠 dtrs(i) is expressed部 品1-
10ws: 

dtrs(i) = Dm向+ムTr..(i)+αt(i) +β， 

where t( i)，α， and s areもhereceiving time of i-th 
packet，もhe'skew and the 0町setcaused by the dif-
ference between the clocks. Here， Dmin which is re-
ferredも0槌もhebase delay is the minirnum value of 
true one-way trip time. However we cannoもobtain
もhevalue of Dmin unless the clocks of the sender 
and the receiver are comp1etely synchronized. ln-
stead， sTrs( i) which is referredもoas Relative One-
way Trip Time (ROTT) can be obtained ifαand β 

are estimated. We use ESRS [11] to calculateαand 
s 1. 

2.2 Basic Observation of Delay and 
Loss 

We examineもherelaもionshipbetween the 10ss and 
ROTT through experiments over the lnternet (Fig-
ure 1). Communicaもionpaths betweenもhefollowing 
sites were used: Sitel in Spain， Site2 in U.S.A.， 
and Site3 in Japan 2. Typical RTTs on the Site3-
Si民2and Site1-Si旬3paths are 140・300ms and 700・
1500 ms. All hosもsare msもalledto FreeBSD2.2.8R 
and equipped with a Pentium counもerfor measure-
ment. The timestamp contained inもheheader uses 
a value converted from the Pentium coun旬r.As a 
resulも， 1もdoesnoもmeanもheabsolute time. In this 
paper， a rank-1 rate denoもesa raもewhich is obtained 
by averaging a rate over 1 s. 

First we used the path beもweenSiもe2and Site3. 
、，Vecreated one flow of TCP from Host Al to B and 
allother of Rate-probing UDP (RUDP) from HosもA2
to B simu1taneously. ln RUDP， raもeprobing using 
TCP is intermiもtentlyinserted [10]. BoもhRUDP and 
TCP ftows transmiも1440・bytepacke臼 3

Figures 2 shows rank-1 raもesof RUDP and TCP 
flows measured 叫 HostB. We will examine the cause 
of frequent dropping in rank-1 raもeof TCP by in-
vestigating ROTT. We then examine ROTT ofもhe
RUDP flow. ln Figure 3， we set the poinもaもwhich
the firsもrateprobing finishesもothe beginning of 
calculaもingROTT. As seen inもhefigure， several 
jumped sequences 0f p10ts appear in the delay. We 

1 The details of ESRS are described in [l1J. 
2Sitel， Site2，叩dSite3 are CESAT， Carnegie Mellon U凶・

versity， and Keio University ， respectively. 
3The size of TCP or UDP payload was set to 1440 bytes， 

whlch is a default TCP maximwn segment size over Ethernet 
in FreeBSD 2.2.8R. 

Figure 1: Topology over the Inもerneも
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Figure 3: Spike-trains appears in ROTT (Site3・

Site2) 

call such a sequence a “spike-もrain."This is the same 
phenomenon as probe compression in [2]， butもis
more clearly seen in a time -ROTT graph. Compar-
ing the trend of the delay with Figure 2， a dropping 
in the TCP rank-l ra旬 occurswhen a spike-train 
appears. This suggests thaもpacketsare likely to be 
dropped when a spike-もrainappears. 

Leもusfurもhersee where packeもlossesoccur. Fig-
ures 4・6show enlarged parts of Figure 3. As can 
be seen in these figures， the delay does not always 
increase when a packet is lost. Aもthesame time) a 
packet is not always lost when a spike-train appears. 
However， mosもpackeもsare losもinspike-trains.We 
will examine the relationship further later. 

We also conducted an experiment over the path 
between Site1 and Site3. One 1440・byteUDP data 
was transmitted 叫 aregular inもerval. As seen in 
Figures 7 and 8， spike-trains are also observed in 
the Siもe1・Siもe3paもh.
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Figure 4: One packet， loss without variation (Site3 _ Figure 8: Packeもlossesin a spike-train (Site1 -Siもe3)
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Figure 5: Packeもlossesin a spike-train (Siもe3-Site2) 
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Figure 6: No packet loss in a spike-train (Site3 -
Site2) 

Figure 7: Spike-trains (Siもe1-Site3) 

3 Dependence between ROTT 
and Loss 

sased on the preliminary observations above， we fur-
ther investigate the dependence between ROTT and 
loss， and also examine the effect of reducing a rate. 

Leもusdefine the variables for analyzing the re-
lationship among ROTT， loss， and rate as listed in 
Table 1. We created Flows 1飢 d2 transmitting 
1440・bytepackets at a regular interval with differenも
rates simultaneously on the path between Site2 and 
Site3. The transmission rate of Flow 2 is varied to 

six cωes， 200 kbps， 400 kbps， 900 kbps， 1200 kbps， 
1800 kbps， and 3000 kbps， whereas the transmission 
rate of Flow 1 is fixed at 600 kbps. Ten trials with 
80-s duration were conducted for six cases and the 
variables in Table 1 were calculated. Np is identified 
by the diπerence between the start and end of se-
quence numbers. To ca1culate NII1叩 algoriもhmfor 
detecting a spike-train shown in Figure 9 was used. 
The threshold values Bllpikelltart and Bllpikeend were 
seもto20 ms and 5 ms， respectively. 

Table 2 shows the results obtained. Since an ac-
tual transmitted rate is calculaもedfrom Np， the ratio 
of rates for the two日ows'Yis calculated by 1ち(Flow
1) / Np(Flow 2). Each case w笛 conductedin a dif-
ferent time. However， a common characもeristicscan 
be identi自edfrom the table. Firsも，PII is almost the 
same in the two flows. This suggesもsthat a flow suf-
fers from spike-trains in the identical ratio， irrespec-
tive of its transmission raもe.Second， PIII is always 

near 1.0; mosもpackeもlossesoccur inもhespike-train 

periods. There are some exceptions， but the ratio 
ofもhemis negligibly smal!. Finally，ρss is approxi-
mately identical forもhetwo flows. A p05sible expla-
nation is that a flow with a larger rate may suffer 
from a larger number of losses buもitcan inject more 
packets in a spike-train period. 

It was found thatもhemaximum TCP-equivalent 
rate was always less than 800 kbps. Nevertheless， 
flows with a higher rateもhan800 kbps， even with 
3000 kbps， do noもencounterpacket losses at a higher 

rate. This indicates that a rate reduction scheme for 
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On receipt of a packet with sequence number i: 

if ((state == noレin-spike-train)AND (ROTT(i) さ B~pike$ tard) { 
st.ate = in・spike-trainj
spike-first-sequence-number = i; 

} 
if ((state == in-spike-train) AND (ROTT(i)三Bspikeend)){ 
state = not-in-spike-train; 
number-of-spike-packets = i -spike-fusトsequence-number+ 1; 

} 
一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一ー一一

Figure 9: Calculating the number of packe胎 ina spike-train period 

a RTP /UDP cannot rely on information about the 
loss raもioalone. 

Table 1: Variables for analysis 

Np number of packets expected to be received 
N， nwnber of lost packets 
N~ number of packet5 in spike-train periods 
Nsl number of lost packets in spike-train periods 
Nbl nwnber of l05t packets in blackout5 
ρpl N，/Np 
ρs Ns/Np 

Psl Nsl/(N， -Nbl) 
PH Nsl/Ns 

Similar1y， we measured values of the variables in 
Table 1 for one UDP flow of 64-byte packet on the 
Sitel・ Site3path. The transmission rate was set to 
10 kbps becauseもhemaximum TCP rate was mea-
sured to be less than 30 kbps. Results of fourもrials
with 80・5duration are shown in Table 3. 1n addition， 
snapshots of ROTT forもrials1 and 4 are shown in 
Figures 10 and 11， respectively. 
In trials 1 and 3， blackout losses appear. 1n con-

trasも， inもrials2 and 4， there is no such blackouも
but most packets are in spike-train periods. Hence 
it may be inappropriaもeもotransmit a CM UDP data 
on such an i1l-conditioned path. However， it is inter-
esting to find that Pu is almost the same in all cases 
in this experiments onもhepaもh.
The differences between the Site3-Site2 and Sitel・

Site3 paths are clearly observed in phase plo旬 [2].
¥Vhen a path is stable with a few spike-もrains，se-
quences of plots both beside the vertical line and 

along the line 

dTr，， (i + 1) = dTr，， (i) -dH(consもant) …(a)

are evident as shown in Figures 12 and 13ザ Incon-
trast， when a path is unstable wiもhmany overlapped 
spike-trains，もhereare no such evident plot (Figure 

14). 
Accordi時 to[2]， dH in Equ. (a) is I，'elated to an 

interval of transmission 6; dH = o -P/μ， where 
P andμareもhelength of packets and the ser-

vice rate at the bott1eneck，陀spectively. Let Pp 4 

and u denote the size of packeもpayloadsand the 
transmission rate， respectively. Since o = Pp/U， 
μ= P/(乃/u-dH). This is converted to payload-
level bott1eneck bandwidth 11-' j〆=ろ/Pxμ= 
乃/(ろ/u-dH). Thus， a spike-train contains in-
formation about the bottleneck bandwidもh.For in-
Sもance，in a trial in Set-6 Site3・Site2experiment， 
dH of Flow 2 was measured to be approximately 
3.0 ms. Since ろ=1440 byte， and u = 2674 kbps， 
μis approximately 8.8 Mbps， which is much larger 
than the rate of Flow 2， 2675 kbps， and a TCP-
equivalenもrate，800 kbps. This suggestsもhata rate 
control based only on the bottleneck bandwidth is 
difficult when the p叫his relatively stable. 

Rather than an absolute value of dH，もhesign 
of dH provides more useful information. 1ももells
whether the transmission rate exceedsもhebottleneck 
bandwidth. VVhen u > 弓/(P/μ+dH)， dH > O. 
In Figures 11 and 14，もhereare many plo旬 where
t1H > 0; the transmission raもeshould have been set 
to be below 10 kbps. To observe the distribution of 
(ムTr..(i+ 1) -dTr，，(i))， its cumulative distribution 
functions (CDFs) are shown in Figures 15 -17. VVe 
focus on the area where ROTT > 10 ms because the 
behaviors only when ROTT increases are concerned 
with congestion. As can be seen in the graphs， mosも
values of (sTr，， (i + 1) -sTrs{i)) are disも山川edin 
the negative area for the Site3-Site2 paもh，and thus 
the CDF provides indication of stability of the trans-
mission rate. 

3.1 TCP Rate vs. ROTT Change 

VVe also examine how the existence of spike-もrams
affecもaTCPr叩 k-lraもe.Again， Flows 1 and 2 are 
simultaneously run on the Site3・Site2paもhexcepも
もhatFlow 2 is set to TCP. Let H and TJd denote 
the largest heighもofspike-trains in Flow 1 and the 
ratio of dropping in a rank-l rate for Flow 2 in one働

second period， respectively. The obtained results are 
shown in Figure 18. Interestingly， plots are grouped 
into two， which suggestsもhatthere are two major 

.. p = Pp + size of UDP and IP headers. 
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Table 2: Measured sもatistics(Site3・ Site2)
S.，t Np N， N. N.I Nbl ρol ρ， p.1 ρ.. ..， 

1 Plow 1 (600 kbp・} 39137 22 267 20 。 5.6 X 10-" 6.8 )( 10・0 0.91 0.075 0.36 

Plow 2 (200~b l>') 1-1212 1 73 。 。 7.0 )( 10-'" ~.1 )( 10-" 

2 Plow 1 (600 kbp.) 39167 19 209 17 。 4.9 lC 10 ‘ 品.3X 10-" 0.89 0.081 0.72 

1'10'" 2 (400 kbp.) 28021 20 169 17 。 7.1 lC 10-" 6.0 X 10・0 0.85 0.10 

3 Plow 1 (600 kbpa) 3916晶 51 239 49 。 1.3 lC 10・a 6.1 )( 10-" 0.96 0.21 1.6 

Flow 2 (900 kbp・} 62425 107 311 106 。 1.7 )( 10・0 5.1 X 10・e 0.99 0.33 

4 Plow 1 (600 kbpll 39061 56 348 53 ロ 1.4 )( 10-" 8.9 X 10-" 0.95 0.15 2.1 

Plow 2 (1200 kbp・} 83817 :!l8 761 216 。 2.6 X 10・d 9.0 X 10-" 0.99 0.28 

s Flow 1 (600 kbp・} 39184 4 194 3 。 1.0 X 10-・ 5.0 X 10-" 0.75 0.015 3.2 

Plow 2 (1600 kbp・} 125012 10 512 日 。 8.0 X 10-0> 4.1 X 10-" 0.8目 0.016 

6 Flow I (60日 kbp・} 39235 25 24~ 25 。 6.4 X 10 ・唱 6.2 X 10-.) 1.0 0.10 4.7 

1'10咽 2(3000 kbp・} 185750 110 910 96 o 5.9 )( 10-唱 ".9 X 10-" 0.80 0.10 

'rrT& 

Table 3: Measured results (Site1・ Site3)
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Figure 18: }{ vs.ηd 

bottlenecks inもheSite3-Site2 path. It is found that 
the rank-1 rate is not subsもantiallydegraded when 
}{ is less than 50 ms. 

4 Related Work 

Kim et al. [6] proposed a scheme named LIMD /H. 
In LIMD/H， a sender maintains the history of losses 
and distinguishes between congestion-related and 
non-congestion-related packet losses. The distinc-
tion is refiected in change of a decrease factor of 
AIMD. In [1]. a TCP receiver distinguishes between 
the two using inter-arrival times. These approaches 
aim at less than 1・srate. In contrast， we aim at 
a control at 10・srate that prevenもsa receiver from 
sending frequent feedback to a sender. 

AdditionaIly， there have been several e町orts七om-
troduce delay into congestion control. J ain [5] ad-
vocated congestion avoidance based on a change in 
RTT. This work provides a good stal'ting point for 
a consideration of delay. In TCP Vegas [3]， RTT 
is used not only to adjust timeout values， but also 
to estimate an expect.ed throughput. The difference 

ρ.. 
0.094 

0.088 

0.101 
t吉宮古

between an actual throughput and an expected one 
provides a base for rate control. However issues of 
sもabilityand coexistence among other TCP variants 
are still being studied. LDA [9J uses RTT for its 
control， but LDA only obtains samples of RTT by 
exchanging RTCP messages and the sampled RTT 
values do noもcontaindynamic behaviors of the de-
lay. Bolot， in the literature [2]， studied properties of 
RTTon the Inもernetwith UDP probing packets at a 
regular interval. This work describes several signifi-
canも自ndings:the relationship between the interval 
and two consecutive RTT values， and exisもenceof 
probe compression. The probe compression is sim-
ilarもoa spike-もrain;our study does not use pack-
eもsonly for probing and focuses on ROTT instead 
of RTT. This work suggestsもhatspike-trains do not 
appear when the regular interval is sufficiently large. 
We think that， unlike in probing， a CM UDP fiow 
thaもattempもsto obtain as much bandwidth as pos・
sible is likely to encounter a spike-train. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper has described the experimental results 
of measuring per-packet ROTT of a UDP sもream.
We have measured ROTT over two paths， Japan -
U .S.A. and J apan -Spain， and findもhata spike-train 
provides a congestion signal. 
It is also found that reducing the transmission rate 

does not effectively result in decrease of packet loss 
ratio. This suggests that an algorithm七hatdecreases 
theもransmissionrate based on packet loss ratio alone 
is not effecもiveunder some level of rate. Instead of 
packet losses， ROTT is observed to be effective for 
extracting congestion signals. For a future work， we 
plan to investigate the cause of spike-trains and also 
to establish a congestion con trol scheme based on 
measuring ROTT [12]. 
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Site3， trial 4) 
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Figure 14: Phase plot of 
ROTT for trial 4 (Site1・

Site3) 
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case 5 (Site3-Site2:Flow 1) 

Figure 16: CDF of 
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case 5 (Site3-Site2，:Flow 2) 

Figure 17: CDF 
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